DOMESTIC AND
RESIDENTIAL PAINTING
AJ Paint Masters are experienced painters whom can help to improve the appearance of any
residential home inside and out. We understand that exterior painting will improve the appearance of your home whilst increasing the homes longevity and protecting it from the elements.
Fresh paint provides long lasting results that will keep your home looking its best for many
years to come.
AJ Paint Masters can help and advise paint types and colour ranges. We can provide swatches
and samples for colour matching, colour trends, textured paints, paint finishes and painting
effects such as rag rolling and marbling. We can also advise on the use of paint types such as
low smell, and non-toxic, surface paints.
A Fresh layer of paint, new colour, feature wall or wallpaper can lighten or enliven a space,
bring a dull room to life, and even assist to make rooms and spaces appear larger, roomier or
cosier. Speak to one of the friendly AJ Paint Masters team members whom can provide you with
a consultation on your paint and colour options.

Domestic and Residential Property Specialisations and Services
We offer a wide range of domestic and residential property services and solutions for any size
job be it small or large. Work is undertaken to meet our customers exact business requirements
with a level of service that is second to none. Our domestic and residential property solutions
apply to projects such as:
Exterior painting
Graffiti removal
Abrasive blasting and pressure washing
Interior and common area painting
Paint and colour consulting
Exteriors and outdoor timber structures
Hardwood flooring
Decorative paint techniques and finishes
Concrete and hard surface cleaning and sealing
linemarking and re-marking
Wallpaper, wallcoverings and murals

Quality Painting and Workmanship
AJ Paint Masters staff are fully qualified and experienced tradesmen. We provide a professional
and organised team approach to delivering high quality work to each and every project. No
matter how large or small the job our friendly, reliable and courteous team with their commitment to excellence always provides quality work time after time.

Safety Conscious and Fully Insured
We are a safety conscious team with a thorough understanding of Australian regulations and
codes of practice and comply with occupational health and safety standards. We are fully insured and covered for public liability and any accidental damage to property that may occur
such as paint spills, falls, or other mishaps that could result in injuries or costly property damage.

